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bly5, and holding office for seven years, was meant to represent
continuity and stability of the executive power as compared
with the four-year tenure of the Chamber which was liable to
be broken by dissolution. Thiers had warned the Centre par-
ties that if they would not cross the Channel with him, they
would have to cross the Atlantic: and the Presidency was
meant to be more akin to the American model than to the
British monarchy of Queen Victoria.
So, too, the Senate was intended to represent both continuity
of tenure and constitutional security for the Conservative
forces. It was to represent the 'notables' of the provinces at
least as much as had the Bordeaux Assembly, and therefore not
only were 75 of its 300 members to be in the first instance nomi-
nated by the old National Assembly, but the rest were to be
elected indirectly, through electoral colleges, on which each
Commune was equally represented regardless of its popula-
tion. This device placed, as it was meant to place, preponderant
power in the hands of the small villages, and over-represented
rural France as against the big towns. The countryside, it was
hoped, would prove—as in 1871—Monarchist or at least
socially Conservative. Each Senator was to sit for nine years,
and only one third of the Senate was to be renewed every three
years. All Senators had to be at least forty years old, to mobilize
the alleged Conservatism of middle-age. Besides sharing full
legislative power with the Chamber, the Senate could act as a
court of law for judging the President or ministers, if they were
charged with misdemeanours by the Chamber. So constituted,
and having a virtual veto on all legislation, it was meant to
be the bulwark of social order against over-enthusiastic Re-
publicans, Radicals or Socialists.
The Chamber alone represented direct male suffrage, for it
was to be elected every four years by secret vote in each
arrondissement. Two special electoral arrangements require
mention: the method of second ballot (or deuxidme tour) because
it lasted throughout the Republic, and the method of single-
member constituencies (scrutin urdnomindi) because it had been
before 1875, and was to remain afterwards, a contentious issue.
By the system of second ballot (laid down in Article 18 of the

